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V8 Hotel Superior Opens at the End of the Year

The newly built theme hotel V8 Hotel Superior Motorworld Region Stuttgart in Boeblingen,
which is all about automobile and motorsport, is going to open at the end of this year with 153
rooms and become a part of BW Premier Collection. It is going to be the first hotel in Germany
to be a part of the new soft brand of Best Western. The BW Premier Collection presents and
markets extraordinary hotels in urban destinations and holiday regions. With its concept
around automobile and motorsport the privately owned property fits perfectly into the new
collection of exclusive private hotels.

 
Boeblingen / Eschborn, September 12th 2017. A hotel for speed lovers – the newly built V8 Hotel Superior

Motorworld Region Stuttgart in Boeblingen, which is all about motorsport, opens its doors at the end of the year

2017. The four-star property, which is located in the south-western part of the Motorworld, is going to be the

first hotel of the new BW Premier Collection in Germany. The theme hotel for motor enthusiasts offers 153

design and themed rooms, apartments, meeting rooms, an own restaurant and a bar. It is the second hotel of

the hotelier couple Karen and Simeon Schad from Stuttgart, who already run the existing V8 Hotel with 34

rooms in the Motorworld in Boeblingen. Together with the Duenkel Investment GbR, already back then, they

developed the idea of an automobile design and theme hotel, which led to the V8 Hotel opening in 2009 and is

going to be continued now by the superior variation. Just as in the V8 Hotel, which opened around seven years

ago, the new hotel is all about the topic automobile.

On the ground floor and in the gallery of the property the focus is set on automobile treasures – there you can

find retail spaces for vintage cars, high-end sports cars and dealers in rare objects. The hotel lobby on the

ground floor, where the restaurant and the bar are located as well, offers a view over the atrium flooded with

light up to the fifth floor. Three combinable meeting rooms are located in the gallery on the first floor. On the

sixth and top floor a sauna with a view over the Motorworld and a fitness area are available for the guests.

 

Design hotel for automobile enthusiasts and conference guests

The guest rooms of the V8 Hotel Superior Motorworld Region Stuttgart are located from the second to the fifth

floor of the new-built property. 16 of the 153 rooms are extravagantly designed themed rooms like in the

already existing V8 Hotel, seven more rooms with an apartment style are suitable for longer stays. In addition,

the new V8 Hotel Superior offers a spa and fitness area. With its modern, straight architecture the V8 Hotel

Superior fits perfectly into the Motorworld ensemble. The hotel is made for those who want to explore

automobile passion at day and at night on around 6000 square meters. The newly-built Charles-Lindbergh-

Platz creates a visual and spatial connection between the existing V8 Hotel, the “Hall of Legend” and the new

hotel. The V8 Hotel Superior offers the best framework for conferences and events, especially with the

Motorworld and its numerous meeting rooms, restaurants and event areas right next to it offering additional

capacity and possibilities. With the enlargement, the Motorworld region Stuttgart gains in appeal and

attractiveness. Since its opening in 2009 there have been counted more than six million visitors.

 

New Collection for exclusive private hotels

The BW Premier Collection is a new soft brand of Best Western and a marketing offer for exclusive hotels at

top locations in urban and holiday destinations. Under the umbrella of this collection extraordinary privately-

owned hotels are presented, which benefit from Best Westerns services without taking over the complete

branding. “Our theme hotel V8 with an unique automobile design concept fits excellently into the BW Premier
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Collection. Our new hotel is putting great value on individuality. The BW Premier Collection offers us the

perfect conditions and ideal marketing opportunities for this”, explains Simeon Schad, Hotel Operator and

General Manager of the new V8 Hotel Superior. At the moment around 80 hotels worldwide belong to the

exclusive BW Premier Collection.

 

The following press pictures are available for download:

 

Caption: The newly-built V8 Hotel Superior will open with 153 rooms in the Motorworld Region Stuttgart and be

part of the BW Premier Collection.

 

Caption: The lobby of the newly-built V8 Hotel Superior, which will open with 153 rooms and belong to the BW

Premier Collection.
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About Best Western Hotels & Resorts:

Best Western Hotels & Resorts headquartered in Phoenix, Ariz., is a privately held hotel brand with a global

network of approximately 4,000 hotels in more than 90 countries worldwide. Best Western Hotels Central

Europe (BWHCE) headquartered in Eschborn / Germany is in charge of approximately 230 hotels in ten

countries: Austria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Germany, Hungary, Liechtenstein, Luxemburg, Slovakia, Slovenia

and Switzerland. In addition to its German headquarter in Eschborn there is a regional office in Vienna, Austria.

All city and resort hotels of Best Western guarantee uniform and consistent quality standards worldwide and

still keep their individual styles and their entrepreneurial independence. As a membership association all Best

Western hotels are independently owned and operated. Best Western offers seven hotel brands to suit the

needs of developers and guests in every market: BEST WESTERN®, BEST WESTERN PLUS®, BEST

WESTERN PREMIER®, EXECUTIVE RESIDENCY®, VÄ«b®, BW Premier Collection® and GL .

As a service partner Best Western pursues to increase the profitability, success and competitiveness of their

member hotels. Best Western Hotels maintain their independence while locking in all the advantages of the

world's largest lodging affiliation. Member hotels benefit from a powerful global brand with full-service support

and comprehensive marketing and sales activities for all relevant market segments and target groups. All

hotels are optimally presented and bookable through all worldwide reservations and online booking channels.

More than 30 million travelers are members of the brand’s award-winning loyalty program Best Western

Rewards®, one of the few programs in which members earn points that never expire and can be redeemed at

any Best Western hotel worldwide. More information: www.bestwestern.de and www.bestwestern.com

 

 

 

For further information please contact:

Best Western Hotels Central Europe GmbH

Austria | Croatia | Czech Republic | Germany | Hungary | Liechtenstein | Luxemburg | Slovakia | Slovenia |

Switzerland
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Anke Cimbal, Director of Corporate Communications

Frankfurter Strasse 10-14, 65760 Eschborn, Germany

Tel: +49 (0) 6196 - 47 24 301, Fax: -129

Email: anke.cimbal@bestwestern.de

Websites www.bestwestern.de, www.bestwestern.de/presse
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